Death Visualisation

A day in life, which felt like a bad mechanical toy: a gift far too clunky and oversized
to surely scare small children. It was as if fears of my mother’s renewed cancer
merged inseparably with an image of us in the ward eating my birthday cake (from
the canteen). “Wonder of still being around, half a century later.”

He talked about even distribution of pathogens, while the fear continued
broadcasting in all directions. Its tasteless, odourless, colourless terror spreading
alongside its weak interactions with sub-atomic forces of hope. Their quakes so
subtle, the ripples detectable only in the slightest changes of tones.

He stopped so that I could start to ask troublesome questions like, “Why the
outward spreading movement?”, “It being supra-sensory, what is the receptor for
‘dread’?”, “Why is the epicentre of the flesh eater forced to reveal itself (in jerks)?”
and “What gradient is used to scan the taste of everything (beyond fear)?”

So we went on with it. A simple procedure of raising the density of the field, which
culminates in the final state of koan-receivers. First consuming the bothering
questions thoroughly and then slowly dissolving bits of seed syllables to kigu-accent,
shaped like a burning question mark and condensed to one taste.

On Far-Offs and Close-Bys

I

Suddenly, from the distance I hear
women chanting a text:

“Calling Guru from
Afar”, sounding with it

a vision of a twenty tonne
green-coloured copper bell

levitating above some
mountain village. Then

turning into a thunder-clap,
clear and sound as a bell.

A rumble tearing through
countries and landscapes, till it

eventually arrives at my
ears and hearing.

But what is appearing around me,
I can never be that certain of,

sounding and seeing the way
I am. Could as well be

Taras whispering names
of holy places to my ear, while

I am crammed inside some
early morning dream?

II

Passing probingly through
a series of villages and towns
of continuous no-signal mode
GPS, with unexpected bus stops

turning up in the middle of
somewhere. All orderly lined up,
like meditation cushions in
meticulously arranged rows.

Texting messages from a place
of nowhere particular and
weaving together times
and places over seen

and seeming distances. No
matter the amount of toil,
I never really could tell
apart afar from close-by.

Poem Kata
Dedicated to 17th Gyalwang Karmapa, Ogyen Trinley Dorje

To be ready to encounter
Language in its unravelling,
The sentences in their
Stitchless ends…

To witness it appear,
The invisible guest
Caught in the weaving
Of words…

To address it
To speak
Its mind in silence…

To shed light
In the white light of
Its spaciousness…

Coach yourself
For that special day,
Present forever there.

Speak for
The non-conceptual,
Be its keeper and its guard.

Like a child’s drawing for its Mum,
Give an offering to your beloved,
The one who waits
For us all.

Because for the Buddhas
To know your way around poetry
Is always
A great gift.

Eschaton

Your dreams are seamless at the end of it all.
And women as always, will outlive men
To actually take notice. “Has Jesus come yet?”
“Everything is fine, Granny. Go back to sleep.”
It will be like one big dream.
Death will come tonight.

Under electric light, by the kitchen table,
They –the wombs of storytelling,
Will talk about the ebbs and flows of
The life we shared. And they will be wondering
What they could tell to their children
And grand-children.
But there are no words.

So powerful is the light that shines
On our hardships and misfortunes,
The ink becomes blindingly bright.
And as the mystery illuminates
Every word, every sentence,
Every page, you are left
But wondering: Did it really start
At some point? Are you sure
It will have an end?

Maybe that’s it?
That the last lines are only for poets.

